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ABSTRACT
This review paper addresses issues in how healthcare providers search, obtain, and share
resources in provider teams. Based in part on a System of Systems (SoS) analysis of provider
coordination and resource flows, this paper expands the concepts of resource foraging theory and
event dynamics to develop systematic methods for studying healthcare provider coordination.
Process flow and human factors emphases from industrial engineering are used to address critical
concerns of single-scale and multi-scale performance in healthcare delivery settings. Provider
strategies for acquiring the information and resources needed for successful healthcare delivery
are dependent on interactions between task requirements, time constraints, and provider
coordination processes, as well as limitations of information and resource flow capabilities. These
improved definitions and measures will enhance engineers’ ability to contribute to improved
patient care timeliness, effectiveness, quality, and safety.

Keywords: foraging; healthcare delivery; resource acquisition; task coordination; team
performance

1. INTRODUCTION
This review paper focuses on how healthcare providers acquire, share, and use
information in hospital environments to perform safe, high quality, and timely patient
care. The authors’ previous works [1–5] have highlighted several important factors
limiting team and organizational performance within and across hospitals, clinics, and
pharmacies. These factors include problems with communicating the right information
to the right people in time to be useful, and the ability to know which physical resources
are available and can be used, over time scales ranging from seconds to hours.

Previous engineering research addressing the healthcare environment has not given
enough attention to the requirements of healthcare professionals to manage multiple
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tasks within very short time frames, or to reprioritize these tasks based on changing
conditions. Other research studying healthcare providers has focused on individual
processes of gathering and using information to make care decisions, without an
adequate understanding of the factors that affect how well that information is made
available or communicated to providers with differing areas of expertise. To address
these issues the research described in this paper is intended to combine systems
engineering and team performance principles in the study of healthcare provider
coordination in complex, time-critical care settings. Parts of this work come from the
authors’ studies of teams in a diverse range of settings, from spaceflight mission control
engineers to county emergency response planners [6–12]. While it is not possible to
provide a complete review of the very broad research traditions in team performance or
engineering systems in one article, there are primary three areas of work that are
adapted from other fields and highlighted in this paper:

• event prediction and planning for resource use;
• information and resource foraging among teams;
• task flow and resource coordination in multi-scale systems.

These areas will be highlighted in this paper as event-driven team foraging,
dimensions of expertise coordination, and Healthcare System of Systems (HSoS).

2. THE HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENT
The use of information and communications technology (ICT) to improve performance
and quality of delivery in healthcare organizations requires a systematic focus. Analytical
tools and processes are needed to enhance task coordination and flows between providers.
However, information and resource flows in healthcare are seen as a considerable
source of delays, disruptions and even causes of deaths. It has been estimated that
between “44,000 and 98,000 people die in hospitals each year as a result of medical
errors that could have been prevented” [13]. In response to the concern that the
healthcare system was not delivering the quality of care that should be expected, the
Committee on the Quality of Health Care in America was established in 1998 to develop
a strategy to substantially improve the quality of healthcare over the next ten years [14].

The problems in medical care are typically not due to a “failure of goodwill,
knowledge, effort or resources devoted to health care, but because of the fundamental
shortcomings in the ways care is organized” [15, p25]. Substantial research efforts are
being devoted to address the application of system engineering tools to healthcare.
Reducing the sources of human error and establishing how the healthcare environment
affects providers are considered critical ways to improve safety.

Multiple factors contribute to the frustrating complexity of healthcare [16], including
sophisticated diagnostic and medical device technologies, difficulties in defining and
measuring patient well-being, and especially complications in organizational
relationships and processes. Healthcare tasks are also affected by multiple sources of
delay and disconnected, unavailable, or missing supplies and equipment [17]. Analyses
of healthcare organizations also indicate problems of poor communication, teamwork,
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or workplace culture; inconsistent communication or a breakdown in communication is
often a factor in a delay in patient care [17, 18].

It is not a new insight that healthcare is an extremely complex work environment.
Nonetheless, looking for system issues and failures as the precipitating causes of a
medical error, instead of assuming it to be the direct fault of the healthcare provider, is a
more recent trend [17–21]. In addition, human performance and safety experts are now
being asked to apply what they have learned from non-healthcare related research to
facilitate a better understanding of the full complexity of the healthcare environment [17].
One of these application areas has been described as a “System of Systems” (SoS)
approach to the analysis and modeling of complex workplaces that operate
simultaneously at multiple levels [22]. Since SoS performance allows coordination within
and among units that can function and operate independently, it is critical that we are able
to evaluate, quantify, and support coordinated flows for healthcare delivery providers.

In contrast to SoS, Multi-Team Systems (MTS) is another analytical modeling
approach used to address the issues of information flow and coordination [23–26]. Both
MTS and SoS attempt to describe behaviors of entities operating at multiple levels of
component aggregation and functional responsibility, and have potential value in the
study of healthcare coordination. However, these two approaches have different origins
and different application domains. MTS has its origins in economic game theory and
decision science approaches to optimal information use in organizations [25]. SoS
describes the functional operations of engineering components, and originates in
systems engineering analyses of large integrated and interdependent entities, such as the
internet or air defense network [22].

Osmundson and colleagues [27, 28] mentioned that much of the interest in SoS
engineering emphasized integrating systems of existing or newly merged institutions to
achieve new capabilities (i.e. emergent behavior) that were not feasible within the
individual capabilities of any single entity. “In the biological hierarchy, for example, from
atoms to molecules to cells to organs to organism, an observer can describe emergent
properties at each layer” [29, pg 19]. The focus of this paper, as well as the authors’
experience in healthcare organizations, has been on analysis of how teams and
organizations do behave (including errors, coordination losses, and creative, non-
standard problem-solving activities that describe emergent behaviors), rather than how
they should behave (based on Nash Equilibrium and optimal resource utilization
operations research solutions). In addition, the focus on the interactions and
coordination between various system entities is an approach linked to other related
healthcare systems engineering approaches [30]. Given these differences in
methodology and approach, the focus of the remainder of this paper will address the
SoS, rather than MTS, approach to multi-level system performance.

3. DESCRIBING FLOWS IN THE HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENT
Many models have been created to describe the healthcare environment, but a
representation of the information flow and resource needs consisting of a multi-level /
multi-layer flow process as shown in Figures 1– 3 seems to be the most useful. Figure 1
illustrates the patient flow through a health clinic, and occurs at the relative timescale
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of approximately one hour (103.5 sec). This patient-centered method for process flow
research in healthcare is a very common approach. This technique looks at the entire
healthcare system from the viewpoint of a patient, and therefore only shows the
behavior of healthcare providers when they interact directly with the patient. This
approach loses sight of the numerous interactions and coordination processes between
providers that are critical to effective care delivery.

A second level of the flow process represents the scheduling aspect of healthcare
provision. All of the patient visit activities shown in Figure 1 can be represented as a
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single vertical line on a timeline, as is shown in Figure 2. One goal of research on
optimal scheduling for patient visits is to minimize breakdowns in planned care. For
instance, emergency hospital admissions for patients with chronic illnesses such as
diabetes are events to be avoided through better timing and use of scheduled
appointments. Figure 2 describes a timeline of scheduled patient visits (solid lines) and
emergency hospital admissions (dashed lines), with the height of the line representing
relative duration of visit. Studies of disease management for chronic illnesses may use
scheduling optimization strategies to reduce or possibly even eliminate emergency
hospital admissions due to limited health status availability [30, 31]. Activity cycles for
patient scheduling, as represented by the time between appointments, occur at the level
of weeks to months, or 106 to 107 seconds.

A focus on provider task coordination and resource needs can generate a very
different approach to studying task and information flow than the analyses shown in
Figures 1 and 2. The authors’ use of operational sequence diagrams helps to highlight this
provider-coordination process approach [32]. One example of this research perspective
is shown by the interactions between healthcare providers, information and resources,
as illustrated in Figure 3. This figure emphasizes the providers’ tasks which occur at
shorter time scales, ranging from seconds to minutes (101 to 103 seconds) depending on
the specific healthcare setting.

Research with this focus can begin to look at the time cycles of activity that
providers face, including repeated activities under time pressure. The figure can also be
used to map the variation in process flows, for example the process of medication
administration, to determine appropriate levels of standardization with specific context
variations [5]. Event-driven healthcare provider activities, including resource foraging,
can be revealed through this research perspective when applied at a single level. When
examining coordination and flow across multiple layers of a healthcare facility or
network (such as the laboratory coordination tasks in Figure 3), a SoS approach can be
used to study cross-unit flows.
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Figure 2. Hypothetical example of patient visit scheduling view over multiple
months. (Differences in visit duration are shown as line height;
emergency visits are shown as dashed lines, and scheduled visits are
shown as solid lines.)



4. HEALTHCARE COORDINATION IN THE HOSPITAL ENVIRONMENT
In efforts to understand across- and within-hospital linkages, institutions that provide
care need to be able to associate system-wide functions with outcomes under various
contexts. So far, there has been a focus on finding relationships between individual
functions and adverse outcomes in one hospital department at a time [33]. In order to
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assess the impact of events on an institution’s performance in various contexts and
situations, relationships between functions, degraded performance, and events must be
defined first. In 2005, Klein and colleagues studied the evaluation process of disaster
plans in multi-hospital systems. It was observed that “drills should include an explicit
technological assessment component, particularly in the domain of intra- and inter-
organizational communication … [and that] further work must be done to develop and
standardize evaluation tools to meaningfully assess the achievement of goals” [34].

Environments such as healthcare institutions require high levels of patient quality at
all times. Thus, the startup periods that commonly follow newly introduced changes
cannot be tolerated. Institutional improvements usually include more than one change
to be adopted by hospitals, staff, and sometimes patients. The implementation of these
improvements occurs in parts throughout the various functional roles of Resources,
Operations, Policies, and Economics (ROPE) [22, 35]. A common mistake that
managers often make is focusing on making improvements in one area, which may have
a negative impact elsewhere in the organization. (One example would be expediting the
admission of patients in the ER without working to create the necessary space within
the inpatient units.) The specific metrics that were being targeted may improve, but in
the long-term there may be a decrease in overall quality and effectiveness if the process
improvement methods create suboptimal solutions for the organization as a whole.

Information and resource coordination processes across and within hospitals are not
limited to uniform flows of self-contained units (i.e., the meaning of one piece of
information may be affected by another piece of information that does not arrive at the
same time or in the same medium). Therefore, this research has focused on processes
of coordination within hospitals, in order to develop methods and understanding that
bridge the gap between studies of individual behaviors and economic analyses of
hospital enterprises.

5. HEALTHCARE SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Ongoing developments in the field of systems engineering have highlighted the
limitations and shortcomings inherent in monolithic approaches to systems design and
operations. In very complex, interactive systems such as air traffic or spaceflight
operations, as well as military systems, there has been a shift from requirements of
specific hardware devices to a broader specification of functional capabilities to achieve
mission goals. Just as in the case of healthcare, each of these industries has started
extensive efforts to ensure safety and reduce the number of human errors contributing
to degraded mission performance [36]. However, attempts to design these other systems
according to traditional methods of establishing monolithic, single function systems
have demonstrated limited success [35, 37].

As described earlier, there has been an increased interest in applications of SoS
and SoS engineering to a variety of disciplines. Examples of SoS applications are
military command, control, computer, communications and information systems [38],
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance systems [39], electrical power distribution
systems [40], and food chains [41], among others. Osmundson [27] points out that a
strength of systems engineering is its capability to examine complex systems in terms



of their elementary factors, devise alternate architectural models, carrying out
comparative analyses of alternate models, and selecting optimal ones based on realistic
sets of selection criteria.

Boustany (2008) applied SoS principles to the infrastructure of healthcare
institutions, developing an operational perspective described as Healthcare System of
Systems (HSoS). Although elements of this HSoS approach have similarities to other
SoS domains as well as team integration and performance [42– 45], the focus of the
HSoS approach and the authors’ other studies have been to emphasize the interactions
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of information flow and resource utilization for safe, timely and integrated healthcare
delivery. The emphasis of this application is on the interactions of provider teams
working at the unit, ancillary partner, hospital, and hospital network layers. In addition
to resource flows, HSoS analysis considers issues of resources, operations, policies, and
economics that affect coordination across layers (see Figure 4).

The environments described in SoS applications also highlight the interactions of expert
team members requiring effective communication for the team to be successful. Such
teams must simultaneously respond to emerging events and plan for future situations,
considering incoming information about environmental changes or status updates from
others as required elements of task performance, and not simply interruptions of individual
activity. Worm describes the environment of military tactical operations as those “whose
operational and system characteristics are highly dynamic and non-linear, i.e., small actions
or decisions may have serious and irreversible consequences for the mission as a whole”
[47, p 199]. The complexity of healthcare delivery creates similar levels of uncertainty [30],
and the risk of adverse outcomes involves high severity events such as deaths from
misadministrations or hospital-acquired infections.

6. APPLICATIONS OF FORAGING THEORY
6.1. Information Foraging Concepts
The scientific and quantitative study of resource foraging in animals and humans began
in the 1950s by Holling [48], who developed a series of models of resource identification,
acquisition, and processing times associated with capturing “prey”. The concept of
“optimal foraging theory” grew out of Holling’s original model, and has been broadly
applied to describe how both animals and humans obtain food. Even modern statistical
analyses of food webs [41] can be seen as systems-level extrapolations of this foraging
paradigm.

Information foraging theory has been developed as a corresponding model for the
activities associated with how humans seek and consume information in knowledge
work contexts. It is assumed that humans act as “organisms in an information ecology,
roaming among information sources,” trying to choose where to spend their time to gain
the most information [49, p 275]. It is hypothesized that people will “modify their
strategies or environment structure to maximize the gain of valuable information per unit
cost” [50]. In other words, a strategy will be chosen that will improve the “trade-off in
the value of information gained against the costs of performing the activity” [51, p 51].
For the most part, information foraging research has been focused within the domain of
the internet and electronic data storage [51–53]. Foraging theory in these environments
is constrained by a person’s ability to allocate attention to the tasks of information
gathering and sense making, rather than a need for access to more information.

6.2. Conceptual Limitations: Foraging Resources and Expertise
A majority of foraging research has focused on single dimensions of resources: hunters
obtain calories for energy, while knowledge workers obtain information for its utility or
novelty [54]. In the healthcare environment, nurses and physicians must obtain different
types of resources, using different tools, in order to provide quality care. More
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importantly, these resources are not interchangeable. Information about outbreaks of a
particular strain of flu does not replace a dose of flu vaccine, or a hospital bed with a
respirator. A blood sample is critical for several types of tests, but once the blood has
been analyzed, the blood itself is of no value to the provider; he or she wants the test
results that the laboratory has obtained from the blood sample.

A frequent simplifying assumption in foraging research is that the forager does not
learn through interaction with the environment. In other words, this assumption states
that foragers conduct random searches of their habitat, gaining no familiarity and
having no memory of good locations regardless of experience. This is an extremely
limited approach to address how experts develop strategies for obtaining resources.

In addition, foraging theories were originally developed to study solitary foragers
[48]. Due to this assumption, information is not exchanged between foragers [55] —
another distinct limitation when examining healthcare environments with distributed
experts and environments, which are sensitive to external (or environmental) conditions.
In addition to sharing information and resources, team-level foraging must also consider
role differentiation, where individuals (physicians, nurses, assistants) have distinct tasks
and therefore unique patterns of how, where, and when to forage for resources.

Healthcare delivery represents a highly event-driven, rather than process-driven,
task environment [30]. A patient care episode, almost by definition, reflects changes in
conditions and system state with potential signals indicating possible provider response.
Thus, any patient arrival or change in patient status can be an event causing providers to
start or change tasks. These events cannot be averaged over time, as is done in
traditional foraging research. Not finding the resources or information needed at a
specific time to provide quality patient care can lead to a critical error or failure that
may not be able to be made up during subsequent sessions.

To summarize, research in healthcare must regard foraging as an event driven
activity that occurs among and between role-differentiated experts, and utilizes multiple
currencies that are not interchangeable. Garrett and colleagues [56] examine multiple
dimensions of expertise available in an expert team member, while Boustany’s [46]
discussion of HSoS dynamics specifically addresses the concept of multiple currencies.
(From a healthcare provider perspective, we can consider the patient as a potential
expert in their local context of symptoms, concerns, and activities in a distributed
healthcare expertise team.)

7. MANAGING EVENTS, FLOWS, AND RESOURCES
Progress in applying HSoS concepts and tools to improve healthcare will be limited
without an understanding, and standards for measuring, how resources are acquired
and exchanged by healthcare providers. Therefore, the authors’ research has
emphasized field-based studies of information and resource flows among physicians,
nurses, pharmacists, and other healthcare delivery providers.

Group-level task performance involves multiple channels and layers that support
information exchange [57]. These information exchange layers have been described as
taskwork, teamwork and pathwork [7, 58]. Taskwork includes the sharing of task
information and the context in which it is relevant. The social processes which enable
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effective sharing of information and maintenance of group functioning are considered
teamwork, while pathwork is described by knowing what communication paths exist,
how they can be used, and when they are available for use [10].

These three functional layers serve to describe what items are needed (taskwork),
and who forages for those items (teamwork), including the how those items are acquired
(pathwork). Both traditional foraging research and much of the medical performance
literature primarily focus on individual activities, ignoring the role of team-based
coordination. Additional factors of group communication and allocations of tasks to
provider roles help address supplemental questions of whether, for whom, and why an
individual seeks out resources on their own. The question of when to acquire resources
is addressed in the authors’ descriptions of event-driven foraging strategies.

The authors’ perspective for this research is founded on the need to answer the
following questions regarding event-driven foraging by healthcare provider teams:

• When, how, and why are information and resources gathered to coordinate
delivery in multi-task, dynamic environments? (Event-driven performance)

• What sorts of information and resources can be expected to be flowing in a multi-
layer healthcare delivery and expertise network? (Flow types)

• What aspects of expertise differentially affect provider performance in distributed
expert teams in healthcare settings, as compared to individuals conducting purely
serial tasks? (Coordinating expertise resources)

7.1. Event-Driven Performance
The fundamental styles of team-based foraging performance can be classified into two
dynamic aspects: temporal and functional role. These foraging styles have been
described elsewhere in greater detail, including the contexts of clinic operations and
pandemic response [4, 12, 32, 59–61], but are summarized here.

This paper distinguishes three temporal styles of information and resource foraging,
described as proactive, reactive and latent foraging. The distinction between these
foraging styles describes the relationship between the event and when resources are
acquired: proactive foraging occurs in preparation before a specific event; reactive
foraging occurs after and in response to an event; latent foraging takes place without
reference to a specific identifiable event or a predictable event trigger. (An event
trigger, in this context, refers to a signal indicating that performance is required, such
as a monitor alarm indicating that a patient is in cardiac arrest.)

The functional role of the team member is an additional source of complexity in
studying teams with distributed sources of expertise. In healthcare teams, foraging may
be seen as active, delegated, or passive. Active foraging represents tasks that a person
does on their own to acquire needed information or resources. Passive foraging occurs
when a team member simply waits for resources to arrive. In many settings, one team
member can delegate to another the task of acquiring resources. Formal role and task
structures may define who automatically acquires resources or provides information to
another. Delegation of acquisition tasks may be done through direct requests
(e.g., “please deliver the test results to room 3”) or by rules defining job responsibility
(e.g., the senior pharmacist places simpler prescription requests into the bin for technicians
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to fill). When foraging occurs automatically based on role designation or rule, it is active
for the person doing the foraging, but passive for the recipient of the foraged resources.

Some resources (such as an operating room, specialized equipment or facilities)
cannot move. Thus, they can only be used by bringing the team to the resource rather
than bringing the resource to the team. Determining whether such resources are
available then becomes an issue of scheduling the resource when it is available, and
when members of the team can get to the resource. This concern also addresses the
question of what is able to flow within the complex HSoS network of information,
resources, and expertise.

7.2. Characteristic Flow Types
Healthcare teams require multiple types of resources in order to effectively manage
tasks and coordinate expertise. This observation, while seemingly trivial, means that a
majority of resource foraging or economic analyses are inappropriate to capture the
dynamics of healthcare task performance. In traditional foraging and economics studies,
resources can be converted from one type to another, or reduced to a single global
resource (such as calories or money). The history of SoS analysis techniques highlight
aspects of critical system flows, but elements of the authors’ work extends the
conceptualization of multi-layer flows in an effective HSoS network [2, 46, 62].

The traditional patient-flow model of healthcare systems engineering described in
Section 3 above (and illustrated in Figure 1) indicates that “person” is an obvious flow
type in a healthcare delivery setting. However, a person can be seen as both a target of
activity, and a source of expertise and skills. A proactive patient who has collected
information to share with their provider at a clinic or emergency room visit is in fact
delivering a form of specific expertise, and is not just a passive object. A surgeon driving
from home or an outpatient clinic to attend an emergency surgery is also delivering a
form of expertise, and cannot be replaced by a different resource (such as pharmacist
with free time) as is often assumed in foraging research. Ensuring that patient and
surgeon arrive at the same hospital operating room for the same surgery represents a
required flow coordination task.

In addition to the person as a flow entity, the nature of healthcare and other
information technology rich environments demonstrate three other forms of flow that
can easily be confused in analysis, but are not interchangeable [63]. These additional
flow types can be described as:

• artifact (blood or urine sample, patient organ being imaged)
• representation (lab results of sample, diagnostic image)
• interpreted data (context-relevant results from analysis of artifact or

representation) [3, 62]

Although one can consider the flow pathways and channels through which such
entities are able/permitted to flow and the sensory modalities involved [46], those
details are beyond the scope of this paper. It should be noted that expertise may be
considered partially in terms of the range of signals that an expert is able to detect and
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process from any of the flow entities as possible indicators of a particular system state
or emerging health event.

The value of time in complex and dynamic task environments should not be
minimized. Not only do resources have limits of how quickly they can travel within an
HSoS network, they may also have limitations of how long they are available or useful.
Information that is specifically time constrained can be described in terms of its
“freshness,” or the time period for which acquiring that resource continues to have
value for task performance [6, 64]. In time critical environments such as spaceflight
operations, mission operations controllers are frequently willing to commit other
expertise and task performance resources to stabilize (rather than eliminate) an event,
and thus “buy time” before event deadlines or decreasing information freshness make
successful task performance impossible [12].

7.3. Event- and System-Relevant Expertise
Traditional research on healthcare expertise tends to focus relatively exclusively on
domain knowledge, such as in differential diagnosis, declarative medical knowledge, or
procedural skills acquired through training and experience. General knowledge and
procedural skills are not identical forms of expertise, as a trained surgeon will explain.
In a healthcare provider team, these aspects of expertise may be insufficient to ensure
effective task coordination or ongoing communications supporting the performance
needs and time constraints of the team [65].

A broader consideration of expertise [56] considers six distinct dimensions of
expertise that can be applied in the healthcare team environment. These expertise
dimensions represent sources of knowledge and acquired skill in terms of subject
content (domain knowledge), processes of task and tool use, and situational context. In
addition, these dimensions of expertise operate at both individual and team interaction
levels. A focus on group interaction skills is described in research literature on crew
resource management applied to healthcare teams [65, 66]. This focus can be seen as a
parallel to the teamwork description of task performance described above. However,
expertise in tool use at the team level may in fact reflect the understanding of which
flow channels or healthcare technologies are effective in sharing information, resources
and awareness among team members. Discussions of content, process, and context
emphases of expertise are compatible with, but not identical to, descriptions of taskwork,
pathwork, and teamwork emphases of team performance.

Successfully acquiring information and resources in a timely manner is a complex
task involving multiple factors. Effective coordination of healthcare delivery requires
considerations of the various types of flows, and the range of expertise necessary to
conduct tasks across situations. Two specific examples are presented in sections 7.4 and
7.5 below to demonstrate the difficulty of creating team processes that are efficient at
the organizational level.

7.4. Tasks Requirements in Team Management
Randall and Seaberry [67] argue that not effectively understanding the tasks to be
performed is a source of confusion. Not understanding the nature of the services can
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sometimes cause the organization to miss certain important but tacit elements of a task,
such as complexity or timing [32]. Also, not understanding the specific requirements of
a task can result in a considerable amount of waste in terms of man-hours throughout
the organization. Then it would be necessary to somehow compensate for expected
services. (The following example is an excerpt of a discussion from the Healthcare
Management Engineers (HME) Yahoo Group list-serve (http://www.linkedin.com/
groups?home=&gid=83522). Note: all grammatical and spelling errors have been
transcribed exactly as written in the HME discussion group.)

HME 1: Does any of your Emergency Departments (ED) have a bed placement person?
If so, has it improved the process of getting a bed assigned and moving the patient out
of the emergency department faster?

HME 2: Consider putting an admitting nurse resident in the ED to save time on the part
of the inpatient nurse. This nurse can move the admissions faster, then the workload on
the part of the receiving nurse is greatly diminished.

HME 1: Isn’t this just transferring the work (and any waste associated with it) from one
worker (the inpatient nurse) to another worker (ED nurse)? And it sounds like the ED
nurse would also be an expediter - a sure sign that significant non-value waste exists in
the process.

Compensating inefficiencies by augmenting staffing allocations takes contracted
labor away from other responsibilities in order to complete work that had been
unaccounted for. For instance, if an individual in an organization misunderstands, is
uninformed, or does not have enough information to know of the requirements of a task,
the efficiency of the organization deteriorates.

7.5. Measuring Team Performance in Healthcare
HME 3: The problem we have is that when there is a change in the list for surgery the
information is not reached to the blood bank and to intensive care unit. They are also
not aware of the rescheduled date and as a result sometimes the proper blood can’t be
arranged on time.

Levin and colleagues [68] demonstrated that static measures (i.e. mean, median) of
task workload could not accurately characterize human performance in healthcare
coordination. More importantly, such measures “do not provide information about
the multiple time-varying factors and conditions that hinder information flow and
increase the likelihood of adverse events” [68, p. 537]. They conclude that “studying
human performance and analyzing how physicians and other healthcare providers
function and interact with the normal hospital environment seems to be the key in
justifying system changes that will improve the overall delivery system for both the
patients and the providers” [68, p. 538].

Ye et al. [33] evaluated the effectiveness of patient handovers at three metropolitan
EDs through direct observations, post-handover physician surveys, and a general ED
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survey. Their results showed significant undesirable occurrences affecting physicians
and patients in 8.8% and 4.7% of the cases, respectively. Among those occurrences are
repetitions in assessment, and delays in disposition and care. Physicians perceived this
ineffectiveness as a consequence of inefficient communication with other departments,
inaccurate and incomplete information, and disorganization.

8. TIME, TASKS AND EXPERTISE
The challenges of highly dynamic environments such as healthcare require knowledge
and task synchronization for successful performance, and not simply arranging lists of
task sequences. Synchronization also becomes an important feature when different
system flows are separated based on available flow paths, and must be re-integrated to
complete required healthcare delivery activities. For instance, a patient may arrive at the
emergency room and have blood samples and an MRI taken. While the patient must be
where the samples and MRI are initially taken, the laboratory analysis and
interpretations of laboratory and imaging results must somehow be brought back to the
patient to complete the treatment.

Event dynamics in healthcare settings are also characterized by onset and decay
dynamics, where the timing of response is often more critical than optimizing all details
of the task response itself. Computer simulation models of pandemic response have
borne out this finding [69]. However, a separate problem emerges when the timing to
achieve best performance is not achievable with limited information about future states
or required resources. Garrett and Caldwell [12] demonstrate the interactions of
expertise, availability of signals indicating future events, and acquisitions of resources
in managing complex healthcare settings such as pandemics. Similar types of
information flows and tasks occur across the range of healthcare delivery coordination
and synchronization tasks; however, the role of expertise changes as the focus of
analysis changes from known activities that occur on time scales of minutes (such as
patient responses to a drug) to unknown settings that occur only once in a generation or
more, such as a global influenza pandemic outbreak.

8.1. Activity Timescales and Task Cycles
Alan Newell [70] provides a discussion of the impact of differing time scales on human
behavior. The time scales of tasks are in part dependent on the type of event and the
healthcare setting. Since different healthcare settings involve care at different levels of
time criticality, the information flow requirements and resource needs will be different.
The types of resource acquisition strategies used in a given situation relate back to these
relative time scales. However, skilled expertise may interact with other elements of
the time required to complete a particular task. Experts can be expected to develop more
appropriate and efficient foraging strategies, as experts know how to manage, prioritize,
and shift overall goals (and not just specific actions) better than novices [71]. This
confound may be discernible for organizational patterns at the slower time scales, but
will likely become much more apparent at shorter, more critical time scales (where time
pressures increase to challenge times required for even optimal foraging by an expert
performing in a single task environment). Proactive foraging, for example, may be
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easier to perform in a less time pressured environment; however it would be the most
essential at the shortest, most critical time scales (due to the limited time available to
perform reactive foraging before critical health impact deadlines). Therefore, increasing
expertise will affect the provider’s ability and capacity for resource foraging. Such
expertise has a greater impact in more time critical task environments.

8.2. Expertise and Task Coordination Event Triggers
An event trigger describes awareness of an activity that requires an action or response
by task performers [60]. (From an engineering standpoint, an event trigger may also be
described as the “precursors or onset of a change of system state”.) In some cases (such
as outpatient arrivals or “coding” of an inpatient requiring emergency services), one
does not know that the event will happen prior to its start. In other cases, such as a
scheduled appointment, other indicators can be used as signals to prompt the planning
of needed actions. Since many healthcare events are not scheduled in advance,
providers are often required to try to acquire some resources before they are needed, but
providers also must wait and devote attention to determine if and when new events may
occur. It is very important to determine how to balance the need to preplan and have
resources available against the costs of maintaining those resources if they are not
needed. Another important issue is that an event may not have the same start time, or
triggers, for all members of a healthcare team (even within a single level of an HSoS).

For example, an outpatient clinic visit has different event triggers and task
requirements for different members of the provider team [32]. For registration
personnel, the arrival of the patient may trigger required check in tasks; a telephone
reminder of the upcoming visit from the registration staff may even occur a day or two
in advance. However, even the timely arrival of the patient at the clinic is not a
sufficient event trigger for the nurse; that trigger may be identified by the moving of a
patient folder indicating that the patient has completed check-in and is ready to be seen.
Physician tasks may not begin until after the nurse has collected vital signs and placed
the patient in the exam room. This basic and general example clearly indicates that a
trigger is not a single point in time, but depends on role and task differentiations and
activities. Event dependencies may also result as the completion of a specific task
signals a new event, or indicates the need for additional resources due to unforeseen
actions requiring the integration of another member of the provider team.

Recent experiences of the 2009 H1N1 influenza outbreak within the US represent an
even more complex set of event triggers and needs for action. Many healthcare
researchers and public health officials had devoted significant attention to detecting a
new influenza strain originating from Asia, with the potential for days or even weeks of
advance warning before its arrival in the US. However, the first recognitions of the
H1N1 strain were in North America, with new cases in the US appearing almost
immediately in April 2009. As a result, many communities were unable to execute
prevention plans or local responses before widespread cases were seen across the
country. The return of a second wave of influenza outbreak in August and September
2009 also served to describe a second phase of the event. From an epidemiological
perspective, the summer and fall waves of H1N1 are part of the same influenza outbreak.
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However, from a local hospital or university campus perspective, this wave was a
distinct event. The short timeline from April through the beginning of the traditional US
flu season represents an event trigger without sufficient time for vaccine makers to create
a new vaccine or incorporate H1N1 strains into the annual influenza vaccine.

9. CONCLUSION
This paper has described four themes from the authors’ studies of healthcare team
performance. The goal has been to improve consistency of measurement and analysis
of healthcare provider tasks. The first theme focuses on coordination processes between
healthcare providers, rather than patient queues and wait times. Examining provider
coordination tasks and information flows helps improve the analysis of barriers to
patient care, even for provider activities that happen away from the patient.

The second theme is an adaptation of System of Systems (SoS) theory to describe
flows across multiple levels of the healthcare facility, ranging from a single treatment
room to a multi-hospital network. SoS emphasizes clear distinctions of which type of
resource is being exchanged, and at what level the exchange is taking place. Further
distinctions are made between resources, operations (e.g., healthcare tasks), policies
(e.g., shift staffing rules, quality assurance policies), and economics. These SoS entities
operate at different time scales and influence provider tasks in different ways.

The theme of resource foraging reflects a common metaphor used by providers
(especially nurses) to describe resource acquisition and use patterns. Team-based foraging
strategies, and multiple currencies or types of foraging resources (e.g., information from
test results, access to physical facilities, provider expertise) are extensions and
modifications of prior foraging models. These modifications allow resource foraging
concepts to align more clearly with the patterns of provider coordination and healthcare
SoS behaviors.

The fourth theme describes event-based patterns of flows and foraging, and
integrates the three themes of provider coordination, SoS, and foraging. Descriptions
of foraging styles (proactive, reactive, and latent) and foraging roles (active, passive,
and delegated) can be used to develop discrete event models of provider tasks and
coordination patterns that affect the quality and success of healthcare team
performance. In summary, the four themes presented in this paper are used in concert
to help healthcare engineers quantitatively model and describe provider performance
in healthcare settings.

The environmental context of healthcare delivery is highly complex, with time-
critical coordination between healthcare providers necessary to enhance and improve
patient care. Although both industrial engineering process flow and human factors tools
can be of conceptual value in improving provider care processes, these tools must be
modified to appropriately address the healthcare environment. Often the strategies for
acquiring the information and resources needed for successful healthcare delivery are
dependent on the relative time scales, task urgency, and provider roles in the particular
patient care event. The authors have emphasized how the emphasis on provider
coordination, rather than patient waiting, can identify distinct issues in task and
information flows affecting clinic performance.
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This paper has focused on describing improved definitional and descriptive
frameworks to enable quantitative measures of healthcare provider effectiveness and
task coordination. The authors have focused on SoS analysis methodologies, and
additional research-based insights from resource foraging and event management
advances in other fields. It is important to recognize that improving effectiveness in the
healthcare setting does not mean simply eliminating interruptions, but addressing
sources of delays and information losses that affect provider coordination.

Before reliable quantitative measures of foraging could be applied to the study of
healthcare delivery, the original concepts of resource foraging theory required
expansion and revision. The revisions to that theory, as presented in this paper, help
both healthcare providers and researchers describe the strategies that are being used to
acquire resources and deliver timely, safe, and effective patient care. In contrast to prior
research, the authors highlight foraging as an event-driven task, that involves role and
task coordination to enable teams of providers to obtain the resources they need, when
they need it.

Future research is still required to describe and measure effective styles and timing
of effective foraging behaviors. Research is also required to examine how time
constraints, provider expertise, provider team member roles, and task demands interact
to affect coordinated provider performance. The authors’ research in this area can be
directly applied to a range of healthcare provider settings, from outpatient clinics to
intensive care and emergency delivery settings. The authors are currently involved in
multiple projects intended to demonstrate how the methods described in this paper can
lead to cost savings and decreased risk to patient safety in specific healthcare facilities.
Improved measures and metrics of effective patient care delivery by providers will
further increase the capability of industrial engineering methods to improve patient
safety and overall effectiveness of patient care.
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